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What is innovation?

ɪnəˈveɪʃ(ə)n/noun

noun: innovation

the action or process of 
innovating a new method, 
idea, product, etc.
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Types of innovation

Cross industry 

innovation

Product 

innovation

Process 

innovation

Business model 

innovation
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Types of innovation continued 
75% of Business Research & Development carried out by 400 companies

76% of smaller businesses have introduced a 
new innovation in the past three years

Barriers to innovation for companies:

43% 

lack of time

37% lack of staff 

or skilled employees

Of those who have 
innovated – 25% have 
introduced a new to 

market product and 95%

a new to firm innovation

27%

too challenging

40% (£2.3b) of the £5.7b business support spend (excluding tax 

reliefs) is from EU fundsSource:HM Government Industrial Strategy
Federation of Small Businesses: Spotlight on Innovation July 2018
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Supercharging innovation

Innovation 

for Growth

1 Innovation Effectiveness

2
Collaboration

3

Grant Incentives

4

Tax Incentives & 

Reliefs



Innovation 
effectiveness
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Innovation is the ability 

to see change as an 

opportunity – not a threat”

Steve Jobs

It’s tough when markets 

change and people within 

your company don’t”

Harvard Business Review
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Innovation Lifecycle
Innovation should be viewed as a value chain - a 
cyclical process.

Improvements at each stage of the process are 
vital to ensure a sustainable business and 

maximise Return On Investment (ROI).

R&D Effectiveness

Investment

Planning

Research

Development

Production

Commercialisation

Grants / capital allowances

R&D incentives

Patent Box
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Key innovation parameters

Innovation 

“Health Check”

Projects

Processes

Metrics

Workforce Structure

Networks

Strategy

Commercialisation
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Innovation dashboard
In practice – an innovative company would have a dashboard measuring against these parameters

Category Positives Improvement suggestions

Level of 

Confidence Innovation Capability

Strategy — Corporate group is pre-innovation - recognises the importance of 
developing new healthier products through technical R&D

— Ensure that strategic reality for Company B is also aligned towards innovation 

— Ensure alignment between public messages and internal strategies 
5/10(a)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Leadership and Structure — New org structure more conducive to collaborating with European 
group companies (e.g. CoE).

— Modify structure to preserve cross disciplinary nature of key innovation teams 
(e.g. Technical Centre)

— Increase pan-European integration for key technical centres
7/10

Innovation process — Highly granular and detailed stage gate system improves 
innovation robustness

— Company ranks projects in terms of innovativeness - which is a 
useful tool for analysis

— Ensure team structure reflects innovation at every stage, e.g. not limited just 
to ARC

— Use innovation ranking system more actively for determining resources and 
innovation pathways

— Ensure processes do not stifle innovation and accept greater risk (e.g. 
relaxing stage gates)

8/10

Knowledge and Linkages — ARC has wide range of links to the external ecosystem 
(universities etc.)

— Technical Centre projects have commercial project sponsors 
across wider group 

— Ensure that both ARC and Technical Centre have access to external and 
internal linkages

— Resolve single point dependency (with Head of Marketing, Sports Drinks)
9/10

Climate — No data available No data available 0/10

Innovation Mix — Good mix of projects (products, supply chain etc.)

— Commercial as well as technical innovation projects undertaken 

— Increase number of highly innovative projects (more 2s and 3s on the 
Innovation classification scale)

— Increase mix of high-innovation projects (not just limit to product/packaging) 
7/10

Metrics and Financials — Reasonable R&D expenditure (ca £1m per annum) — Increase level of R&D expenditure to benchmark levels (from ca. 2% staff 
costs to ca. 5% staff costs) 5/10

Commercialisation — Wider group provides good range of complementary assets that 
could develop innovations (as it is highly diversified)

— Consider new commercialisation strategy to patent technologies, licence IP 
and receive royalties (again achieve convergence with strategy of wider 
group)

— Better utilise complementary assets in wider group

7/10(a)
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Technical Teams

Innovation profiling across a food manufacturing company
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Supply chain

Channel

Product level

Packaging

Product

Process

Packaging

Low Carbon

Next generation

SAP

Speciality Products

New Products

Innovation Level:

High LowMedium

Business analytics can be used to identify 
how well current R&D efforts align with 
corporate strategy, and where the hot 
spots/deficiencies lie etc.



Benefits of 
collaborative R&D
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Benefits of collaborative research and development

Identify innovation challenges

Align to business 

roadmap

Access external finance 

to accelerate and derisk

Manage exploitation &

commercialisation

R&D Tax Relief

IP management

Assurance to maximise the grant

Innovation aids productivity

Wider business transformation & growth

Accelerate innovation via collaboration

Who leads innovation

Chief Technology Officer/Head of R&D
Collaboration Partners

Value chain, technical, suppliers & academic partners
Who benefits internally

Head of Tax/Tax Director/CFO/Commercial Director
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Use case - collaborative research and development
Become a leader in an increasingly 

competitive and rapidly growing market for 

autonomous vehicles

Market Driver: Rapidly increasing demand for autonomous vehicles, not only from 

consumers but Government policy

Identify innovation challenges

Align to business roadmap

Access external finance to 

accelerate and derisk

Manage exploitation &

commercialisation

2015-2019: Company accesses R&D 

and regional funding to support 

business case

2018: 3 year R&D project several collaborating organisations to develop 

and design a fleet of Level 4 autonomous mullti passenger vehicles

June 2019: Company awarded £500,000 

of grant to develop as part of wider £4m+ 

investment 
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Business challenge & benefits from innovation collaboration

 

Access to innovation support

Universities
& research 
institutes

Start-ups, 
scales-ups 

& high 
growth 
SME’s

Mid-tier 
value chain 
businesses

Blue chip 
industrial 
brands

Access to Government support

Innovation reviews 
& strategy

Collaborative 
innovation 

management

Access to 
public & 

corporate 
finance

Multi-Sector 
innovation
projects, 

programmes & 
clusters

Business benefits

Access to 

support

Independent 

management

Access to 

finance 

Collaborative 

outcomes 



Research and development 
grant programmes
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Sources of funding for business support
2016-17 (£m)

Cost of business support schemes (£m)

Note: (a) Values rounded to nearest £10 million may not sum of total.
(b) Government funding includes direct Exchequer funding plus other public match funding 

Source:Department for business, Energy and Industrial strategy and HM treasury business support costing project
National Audit Office: Department for Business Energy & Industrial Strategy – Business Support Schemes January 2020
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Government’s growth ambitions
Industrial Strategy

Current R&D 1.7% 

of UK GDP 

Target to move 

to 2.4% by 2027 

ISCF: investing in challenge-led Programmes 

Ageing society

– Medicines
manufacturing

– Data early diagnosis and
precision medicine

– Healthy ageing
– Accelerating detection of

disease

AI and Data Economy

– Audience of the future
– Next generation

services
– Commercialising

Quantum technology
– Digital security by

design

Future of mobility

– Faraday battery
challenge

– Self driving vehicles
– National satellite test

facility
– Robotics for a safer

world
– Future flight
– Driving electric

revolution

Clean growth

– Prospering from energy
revolution

– Transforming
construction

– Transforming food
production

– Manufacturing made
smarter

– Smart sustainable
plastic packaging

– Industrial
decarbonisation

– Transforming foundation
industries

– Low cost nuclear
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Access to funding

— Need to have a clear roadmap 

— Horizon scanning;  challenging to identify the correct programme

— Applying takes time

— Not about incremental improvements

— How can wider collaboration enhance innovation?

— How does it improve upon the current state-of-the-art?

— Is it concept at the right stage of development?

— Is the market big enough and ready?

— Why should public funding be used?
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Public funding

Pros

— Can support high risk interventions for innovation

— Seen as zero cost

— Can add to creditability

— Can act as leverage

Cons

— Difficult to access

— Rarely 100% funding

— Can be distracting

— Administrative intensive



Innovation tax incentives
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Innovation incentives – Global view
— R&D incentives and IP reliefs are 

in place in over 40 countries
— Cash and tax savings generated 

through these reliefs are more 
important than ever

— Multinational groups should 
consider how best to derive value 
from their R&D and IP, including 
considering:
- The innovation strategy for 

the group;
- Funding of R&D globally; and
- Claiming local R&D 

incentives
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Industrial innovation incentives – UK view
KPMG’s ‘Backing Business 
Growth’ campaign found that:
— 59% of businesses consider 

‘Additional Relief for R&D 
expenditure’ as the most 
valuable relief

But:

— Only 20% businesses believe 
they are a driver for creativity 
and innovation

— R&D relief was chosen by 
only 12% of companies as 
the best investment driver

R&D – large 

company

— 12% R&D Expenditure Credit 
(RDEC)

R&D – SME — Additional deduction of 130%

— Loss making SMEs can obtain a 
cash credit of up to 33.4%

RDAs — 100% allowance in year of spend for 
R&D capital expenditure

Patent Box — Reduced 10% corporation tax rate 
on profits attributed to patents



Summary
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Supercharging innovation 

Innovation Effectiveness 

Collaboration 
Grant Incentives 

Tax Incentives & 
Reliefs 

1 

3 

4 

Innovation 
for Growth 

Key drivers for innovation  Return On  Investment  are: 

• Evaluations of  
innovation  
effectiveness 

• Sector and 
thematic  
collaboration 

• Accessing 
grants • Tax incentives 
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Any questions?



Thank you
For more information please contact tax.marketing@kpmg.co.uk

mailto:Tax.Marketing@KPMG.co.uk
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